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Details of Visit:

Author: e_jaculate
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 10 Jul 2008 12 AM
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

My Hotel

The Lady:

Attractive slim blonde with huge tits. These are augmented but well done.

The Story:

Lovely friendly girl with, as the site says, a very cute Welsh accent. Certainly up for it as we ordered
room service and whilst waiting she stripped me and proceeded to suck my cock eagerly urging me
to spurt over her 'slutty' face. I needed to wait for the knock on the door and she told me to hide in
the bathroom whilst she got the drinks. The porter must have got an absolute eyeful as I am sure
her tits were still out of her dress. I could her the smile in his voice!

Straight back to sucking my cock then great reverse oral before Sindy said 'let's fuck!'. On with the
condom and Sindy laid back drawing her legs up behind her head whilst I fucked her silly. Shot a
huge load as she wailed and yelled obscenities.

A little drink and chat followed by the next round of mutual oral and fingering. Sindy does not do
anal nor does she like a finger inserted in her pussy. All sorts of action ensued that is a bit of a blur
but I remember cumming for the last time by wanking into her mouth whilst she licked and rubbed
my cock with her tongue stud. Normally after cumming several times I cannot manage much but
Sindy seemed to generate a good load which she proceeded to play with in her mouth letting it roll
over and around her tongue and lips.

Sindy is a great girl but personally I'd not choose to see her again. This is mainly because she acts
like the pornstar she is and seems to be acting for the camera. Once each 'scene' is over she
switches off and starts to chat with you like you are in the pub etc. My personal preference is for a
girl who gets more involved. However I am glad I saw her and had a fabulous time.
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